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An induced version of the partition theorem for parameter-sets of R. L. Graham 
and B. L. Rothschild (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 159 (1971), 257-291) is proven. This 
theorem generalizes the Graham-Rothschild theorem in the same way as the par- 
tition theorem for finite hypergraphs (F. G. Abramson and L. A. Harrington, J. 
Symblic Logic 43 (1978), 572-600 and J. NeHetiil and V. Rodl; J. Combin. Theory 
Ser. A 22 (1977), 289-312; 34 (1983), 183-201) generalizes Ramsey’s theorem. Some 
applications are given, e.g., an induced version of the Rado-Folkman-Sanders 
theorem and an induced version of the partition theorem for finite Boolean lattices. 
Also it turns out that the partition theorem for finite hypergraphs is an easy con- 
sequence of the induced partition theorem for parameter-sets. 0 1985 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study induced partition properties of 
combinatorial cubes (parameter-sets). The notion of induced partition 
property was introduced by Deuber, Rothschild, and Voigt in [4]. 
Let us exemplify this notion citing two theorems. The first one is classical 
in partition (Ramsey) theory, viz. Ramsey’s theorem on finite sets. 
1.1. THEOREM [23]. Let k, m, and 6 be positive integers. Then there 
exists a positive integer n with the following property: 
For every partition A: [Nlk + 6 of the k-element subsets of an n- 
element set N in 6 many classes there exists an m-element subset 
f E [N]” of N such that any two k-subsets off are in the same class. 
Quite a few generalizations of this theorem are known in the literature. 
Here we focus particular attention on one of them. 
Let N be a finite set and 8*(N) be the powerset of N with the empty set 
excluded. A hypergraph (or structured set) is a pair (N, r), where N is the 
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vertex-set of the hypergraph and P P*(N)\[N] ’ --f (0, 1 } is a mapping. 
The intended interpretation is that every subset of N (of cardinality larger 
than one) with r-value 1 is an hyperedge, i.e., r- ‘( { 1 } ) is the set of 
hyperedges of the hypergraph (N, r). If r r [Nlk = 0 for every k > 3 then 
the hypergraph is simply a graph. Furthermore a hypergraph is called com- 
plete if r r [Nlk is constant for every k B 2. A hypergraph (44, r) is a 
weak subhypergraph of (N, r) if ME N and for every subset K E M the 
implication 
T’(K)=l*T(K)=l 
is valid. (M, T’) is an induced subhypergruph of (N, r) if the reversed 
implication is also true, i.e., if for every K E M holds: 
T’(K) = 1 G-T(K) = 1. 
The hypergraphs (M, r’) and (N, T) are isomorphic if there is a bijection 
cp: IV--+ N satisfying P(K)=T(cp(K)) for every KEM, where q(K)= 
MW+ 
The following generalization of Ramsey’s theorem was proved indepen- 
dently by Abramson and Harrington [l] and NeSetfil and Rod1 [16] (see 
also [lS]): 
1.2. THEOREM [l, 16,181. Let (K, r) be a complete hypergruph, (M, T’) be 
an arbitrary hypergraph and 6 be a positive integer. Then there exists a 
hypergraph (N, P) with the following property: 
For every partition A of the induced subhypergraphs of (N, P), 
which are isomorphic to (K, T), in 6 many classes there exists an 
induced subhypergraph 9 of (N, P) isomorphic to (M, r) such 
that any two (K, I)-subhypergraphs of 9 are in the same class. 
Obviously this partition theorem for finite hypergraphs reduces to Ram- 
sey’s theorem if “induced subhypergraphs” are replaced by “weak sub- 
hypergraphs.” Thus the essence of Theorem 1.2 is that induced subobjects 
are considered. 
Theorem 1.2 deals with complete hypergraphs (K, r) and these are the 
only one for which such a theorem is valid [ 16, 18-J. Regarding this, 
Theorem 1.2 can be rephrased by saying that finite hypergraphs have the 
partition property with respect to (K, r) iff (K, r) is complete. 
On the other hand when finite ordered hypergraphs are considered (i.e., 
the vertex set of every hypergraph bears a total order and two hypergraphs 
are isomorphic if there exists an order-preserving isomorphism between 
them) it turns out that ordered hypergraphs have the partition property 
with respect to every ordered (K, T) [l, 16, 181. 
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The case of graphs has been considered often separately. So Theorem 1.2 
was proved for edges in graphs in [2,6, 131, for general complete graphs in 
[3, 141. In [20] it was shown that ordered graphs have the partition 
property with respect to every ordered graph. Theorem 1.2 is an induced 
partition theorem for finite sets. Induced partition properties have been 
also studied for other structures than sets, e.g., for arithmetic progressions 
[25] and combinatorial cubes [4]. 
These combinatorial cubes (or parameter-sets) introduced by Hales and 
Jewett [9] and Graham and Rothschild [7] are one of the very fundamen- 
tal structures in partition theory, see, e.g., [8, 12, 191. Deuber, Rothschild, 
and Voigt [4] proved an induced partition theorem for partitioning points 
(i.e., O-dimensional subcubes) in combinatorial cubes. But the general par- 
tition problem for such structured cubes remained unsettled. 
In this paper we present an induced partition theorem for higher dimen- 
sional cubes. We show that ordered cubes, supplied with an additional 
structure have the partition property with respect to every structured 
ordered cube in every dimension (Theorem 4.1). In a sense this theorem is 
much more powerful than the partition theorem for hypergraphs 
(Theorem 1.2), viz., the partition theorem for hypergraphs can easily be 
deduced from a rather special case of Theorem 4.1 (cf. Corollary 4.3). 
As in the case of hypergraphs the situation changes if we deal with unor- 
dered cubes. We characterize those structured cubes with respect to which 
the unordered ones have the partition property (Theorem 4.6). In fact this 
generalizes the partition theorem for n-parameter-sets of Graham and 
Rothschild [7] in the same way as the partition theorem for finite 
hypergraphs generalizes Ramsey’s theorem on finite sets. 
These induced partition theorems for combinatorial cubes have some 
interesting consequences, e.g., a partition theorem for structured Boolean 
lattices, an induced Rado-Folkman-Sanders theorem and a partition 
theorem for structured equivalence relations. As we shall see partition 
properties of equivalence relation on a set N, where INI = n, supplied with 
an additional structure, only depend on the structures on those coarser 
equivalence relations, for which the cardinalities of the equivalence classes 
yield the same number partition of n. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some definitions 
and notations. In Section 3 we collect some well-known facts about com- 
binatorial cubes. The main results (Theorems 4.1 and 4.6) of this paper are 
stated and explained in Section 4. There also some corollaries given, 
including an easy proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 4.1 is proved in Section 5, 
Theorem 4.6 in Section 6. 
582ai39;‘2-5 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this Section we use the language of categories to introduce some 
notation. Here we follow Leeb’s Pascal theory [12], as well as we do with 
the presentation of combinatorial cubes in the next Section. 
A category @ is given by a class of objects Ob @ and a class of 
morphisms Mor C. If A, B are objects of C, then C(g) denotes the set of 
morphisms from B to A. In this paper we tacitly assume that C(g) is always 
finite. Morphisms b E C(g) and c E C(g) can be composed yielding an 
b . c E C( “,). This composition is associative. 
A category @ is skeletal provided that isomorphic C-objects are identical. 
A skeleton of a category @ is a maximal full skeletal subcategory. It is well 
known, see, e.g., [lo], that every category has a skeleton and any two 
skeletons of a category are isomorphic. Subobjects in categories are given 
by monomorphisms. Thus it s&ices to investigate the partition property of 
categories which are skeletal and mono, i.e., every morphism is a 
monomorphism. 
Consider, for example, the category FSET. The objects of this category 
are nonnegative integers. The morphisms FSET(;) are given by the injec- 
tions from (0 ,..., k - l} to (0 ,..., n - 1). FSET is the subcategory of the 
category of all finite sets which is relevant for partition theory. Therefore it 
does not lead to any misinterpretations calling FSET the category of finite 
sets. Furthermore let OFSET be the category of all ordered finite sets. We 
obtain OFSET as a subcategory of FSET considering only monotonous 
injections as morphisms (with respect to the natural ordering of the non- 
negative integers). 
Morphisms b, 6’ E C(G) are equivalent (denoted by b-b’) provided there 
exists an automorphism f~ C(i) satisfying b = b’ .$ Equivalent morphisms 
describe the same subobject. Since we are interested in partitioning sub- 
objects and not certain embeddings we shall often consider partitions 
which are constant on equivalence classes of morphisms. Thus let 
A: C(“,) -+ 6 = (O,..., 6 - 1 } b e a partition with 6 many classes satisfying 
A(b) = A(b’) for every b, b’ E C( 4) with b-b’. Then we will indicate this 
with a - over the arrow and write 
A:@ 
A 
0 B 
r s. 
Another possibility is to consider only the set of equivalence classes in 
C(i). But for reasons which will become clear later we prefer the -- 
notation. For a mapping A: C($) + 6 and a morphism b E C(g) let 
A,: C(F) + 6 be given by d,,(c) = A(b. c). Now one of the key definitions in 
partition theory is 
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2.1. DEFINITION. The category C has the partition property with respect 
to an object C E ObC if for every object BE ObC and every positive integer 
6 there exists A E Ob@ with the following property: 
(P) For every partition A: @( 6) z 6 there exists b E C( 2) such that 
A, = const. (i.e., for all c, c’ E GZ( c), we have Ah(c) = AJc’)). 
As usual we abbreviate the property (P) by A +c (B):. The negation of 
(P) is denoted by A +c (B),C. If a morphism b E a=( “,) satisfies the property 
(P), obviously every b’ E a=( “,), which is equivalent to b also satisfies (P). 
2.2. EXAMPLE. We can reformulate Ramsey’s theorem as follows 
THEOREM. The category FSET of finite sets has the partition property 
with respect to every object. 
We note that Ramsey’s theorem can also be formulated in terms 
of OFSET, because Ob FSET= Ob OFSET and the inclusion 
E : Mor OFSET + Mor FSET acts surjective onto the equivalence classes 
of -. 
For convenience we call a partition occasionally a coloring, classes colors 
and an object monochromatic, provided that all subojects are colored in the 
same color. 
The main feature of an induced partition theorem is that there is an 
additional structure imposed on subobjects and a structured object B is 
only a subobject of a structured object A if the inclusion from B into A is 
compatible with this additional structure (cf. hypergraphs and induced sub- 
hypergraphs). Next we are going to define a new category @? such that the 
partition properties of this category describes the “induced partition 
properties” of the original category @. 
Let @(A) = UBEObC @(4) be the set of all morphisms with codomain A. 
If we want to impose an additional structure on the subobjects of A, we 
have to consider a structure mapping r acting on C(A), which is constant 
on equivalent morphisms. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let @ be a category and y be a positive integer. Then 
the objects of the indexed category @? are pairs (A, r), where A E ObC and 
r: C(A) r y is a mapping acting constantly on equivalent morphisms. The 
morphism set @( $A) 5 C(i) is given by 
$‘;)=(,.,(;),I-b=l-‘, i.e., T(b. c) = T’(c) for every c E C(B) . 
Note that the indexed category @I coincides with the original category @. 
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Hence Ramsey’s theorem states that FSET, (as well as OFSET,) has the 
partition property with respect to every object. 
2.4. EXAMPLE. As mentioned in the Introduction, Abramson and 
Harrington [ 1 ] and NeSetiil and Rod1 [ 16, 181 proved the following par- 
tition theorem for finite ordered hypergraphs, i.e., for the indexed category 
OFSET,. 
THEOREM. Let y, 6 be positive integers and (k, r), (m, P)E 
Ob OFSET,. Then there exists (n, r*) E Ob OFSET, with the following 
property: 
For every coloring d: OFSET, (%f,‘)rd there existsfEOFSET,(;f,:) 
such that 
&r) = 4ig’) for every g, g’ E OFSET, 
In a more concise formulation: 
THEOREM. Let y he a positive integer. Then the category OFSET, has the 
partition property with respect to every object. 
The situation changes if we consider unordered hypergraphs. Let 
BE ObC and r a structure mapping acting on C(B), i.e., (B, r) E ObC,. 
Then obviously the automorphism group C( 2;) of (B, r) is a subgroup of 
the automorphism group of B. This subgroup is not necessary a proper 
one. Those objects (B, r), where r does not diminish the automorphism 
group of B, frequently have nice partition properties. 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let Cy be an indexed category and (B, r) E ObC,. 
Then (B, r) is called d-complete if every automorphismfE C(i) is also an 
automorphism of (B, r), i.e., .f E C( i:$). 
Assume @ to be a concrete category (cf. [lo]) and let 4Y be the set 
valued function, which associates to every C-object A its underlying set 
&(A). Throughout this paper let the category Cf be the full subcategory of 
C, in which the structure mapping is constantly zero on subobjects defined 
on singletons. Thus (A, r) E Ob@: iff A E Ob@ and P C(A)%y, where 
rr C(i)=O, for every BEObC satisfying I%(B)1 = 1. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. The following partition theorem for finite unordered 
hypergraphs is valid [l, 16, 181 (cf. Theorem 1.2). 
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THEOREM. Let y, 6 > 2 be positive integers and (k, r) E Ob FSET:. Then 
the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) for every (m, F)E Ob FSET: there exists (n, r*) E Ob FSETj 
with the property: 
For every coloring A: FSET: (27) s 6 there exists f E FSETt ($7) 
such that d,(g) = Al(g’) for every g, g’ E FSETT (7;;). 
(p) (k, r) is A-complete. 
Or again in a more concise formulation: 
THEOREM. Let y be a positive integer. Then the category FSET,Y has the 
partition property with respect to (k, r) E Ob FSET: iff (k, I’) is A-com- 
plete. 
The concept of A-complete objects will turn out to be fruitful not only in 
case of finite sets. 
In this paper we study the induced partition properties for certain 
categories C, i.e., we investigate the partition properties of the indexed 
categories Cv. This concept is slightly more general than the concept of 
induced partition properties given in [4]. First, we allow structure map- 
pings acting on every kind of subobjects not only on subobjects, which are 
of one fixed isomorphic-type (cf. [4, Definition 21). For example, in case of 
finite sets we consider arbitrary hypergraphs not only uniform ones (i.e., 
hypergraphs in which every two hyperedges have the same cardinality). 
Second, we consider colorings of every type of structured object (k, r) not 
only colorings of those specified objects which have also been structured 
(cf. [4, Definition 31). Thus we allow the coloring of arbitrary hypergraphs 
not only hyperedges. 
3. COMBINATORIAL CUBES 
In this section we give some definitions and collect well-known facts 
about combinatorial cubes (parameter-sets). 
Let A be a finite set (sometimes called an alphabet). Then A”, the set of 
all sequences (words) of length n over A, can be viewed as the set of ver- 
tices of an n-dimensional cube over A. An m-dimensional subcube of A” 
can be described by the vertex set 
((6 . ..~.,a,,i,...I,...~,_,...a,_,)I~~iEA}. 
A famous theorem of Hales and Jewett 193 states that for every positive 
integer 6, the number of colors, and every positive integer m there exists a 
positive integer n such that for every coloring of the vertices of A” with 6 
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many colors there exists an m-dimensional subcube of A”, which is 
monochromatic. Let us describe this in a more general way. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a finite alphabet. Then the objects of the 
category [A] are nonnegative integers (representing the dimension of the 
cubes). The morphism set [A](;) is given by the set of all mappings 
f:n+Au{~;li<m}, whereAn{&(i<m}=@ 
satisfying 
f- ‘(U z 0 for every i < m. (3.1.1) 
Occasionally we refer to morphisms f~ [A](;) as parameterwords over 
Au(ll,li<m}, i.e., f=(f(O) ,..., f(n-1)), where the A,, i<m, are the 
parameters off: The composition of two morphisms is given by 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let f E [A](;) and gE [A](T). Then the composition 
j”.g~ [A](;) is defined by 
f. g(i) =f(i) if f(i) e A, 
= Ai) iffli) = Ai. 
Each f E [A^](;) describes an embedding of A” in A”. We shall not 
distinguish between A* and the morphism set [A](:). Thus 
{f .alae C~IG)) GA ’ is the set of vertices of the (via f) embedded cube 
A”. Hales-Jewett’s theorem states that for every finite alphabet A the 
category [A] has the partition property with respect to the object 0, i.e., to 
O-dimensional subcubes. In fact a more general theorem is also valid, viz. 
the following theorem which is due to Graham and Rothschild. 
3.3. THEOREM ([7]). Let A be a finite alphabet. Then the category [A] 
has the partition property with respect to every object. 
Hence it is not only possible to obtain monochromatic cubes whilst 
coloring vertices but also with respect to coloring arbitrary higher dimen- 
sional subcubes. To illustrate this theorem and to prepare the results in the 
following section let us state three special cases explicitly. 
3.4. Let A = 0 = ( }. Then [6](i) is the set of surjections. Morphisms f 
and f’ in [a] (2) are equivalent if there exist a bijection g E [6](f) such that 
f = f’ g. An equivalence class of surjections yields an equivalence relation 
on the set n with k classes. Now let 9 be the category of equivalence 
relations, i.e., the objects are positive integers, the morphisms are the sur- 
jections between them. Then from Theorem 3.3 we have the following: 
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THEOREM. The category 9 of equivalence relations on finite sets has the 
partition property with respect to every object. 
Note that there is a duality between Ramsey’s theorem and the theorem 
above. While this theorem deals with partitioning surjections, Ramsey’s 
theorem deals with partitioning injections between finite sets. 
For a more detailed discussion of this point of view see, e.g., [ 12, 17, 261. 
3.5. Let A = 1 = (0). Then every fe [I](;) may be interpreted as the 
characteristic function of k disjoint subsets of n (the parameter li, i < k, 
indicates the occurrence of an element of the ith of these k disjoint sets). 
Now Ramsey’s theorem can immediately by deduced from Theorem 3.3: 
Let k, m, 6 be given and n such that n --+ril (m)$. Then the set 
P*(n) = P(n)\{ a} satisfies Ramsey’s theorem. Let A: [P*(n)]” -+ 6 be a 
coloring of the k-subsets of P*(n). Consider a d-partition A* of [T](i) by 
Obviously equivalent morphisms belong to the same class. Thus by choice 
of n there exists f E [f](l) which is monochromatic with respect to A*. 
Then { f-‘(Ai)li< m} E [P*(n)]” is the desired m-set. 1 
In fact we have proven a somewhat stronger result than Ramsey’s 
theorem. Let us illustrate this for k = 1. Here one obtains the so-called 
Rado-Folkman-Sanders theorem: 
THEOREM ( [22,24], see also [S] ). Let m be a nonnegative and 6 be a 
positive integer. Then there exists a nonnegative integer n such that for every 
o-coloring A of P*(n) there exists a collection ,M = (&fi)icm of mutually dis- 
joint subsets of n such that every nonempty union of members of ~2 has got 
the same color, i.e., 
A(Uie14)yA(UieJ”+$) for all I, JG (0 ,..., k- l}, I, J#Qr. 
3.6. Let A = 2 = (0, 1 }. Every f E [2](g) can be interpreted as the 
characteristic function of a subset of n (the letter 1 indicates the occurrence 
of an element of this subset). The inclusion of subsets imposes a partial 
order on [2](;t). With this order [?I(;;) is isomorphic to the Boolean lattice 
of rank n. Let c be the category of finite Boolean lattices, i.e., the objects 
are nonnegative integers, the morphisms are embeddings of Boolean lat- 
tices. Then from Theorem 3.3, we have the following: 
THEOREM ([7]). The category B^L of finite Boolean lattices has the par- 
tition property with respect to every object. 
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For other applications of Theorem 3.3 to certain categories of finite lat- 
tices see [ 11, 191. 
We now define a subcategory of the category [A], which turns out to be 
appropriate. 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let A be a finite alphabet. Then objects of the 
category [A] are nonnegative integers. The morphism set [A](;) is given 
by all those f~ [A]( ;) for which additionally holds 
minf~‘(;li)<minf~‘(S) whenever i -C j -C m. (3.7.1) 
Condition (3.7.1) assumes thatfis the only representative of the set of all 
embeddings which describe the same m-subcube of A”, i.e., the subcategory 
[A] of [A] is rigid. Hence there is a bijective correspondence between 
[A](:) and the m-dimensional subcubes of A”. Especially for m = n the set 
[A](;) contains only one element, denoted by id,,. In a certain sense the 
relation between [A] and [A] is the same as the relation between FSET 
and OFSET. Note that morphisms in [A](;) may be interpreted as 
monotonic. Let < be an arbitrary total order on A and 6, be the 
lexicographic order (with respect to 6 ) on the words of length 1 over A. 
Then 
f. g <,f. g’ for every g, g’E [A](;) with g 6, g’ 
and for everyfe [A](;). 
Of course Theorem 3.3 also holds for the category [A]. In fact, often 
proofs of Theorem 3.3 (see for example [S, 71) deal with this rigid sub- 
category using bijective correspondence between [A](;) and the m-sub- 
cubes of A”. However, the indexed category [A], and its subcategory [A], 
have totally different partition behaviours. This will be developed in the 
following section. 
4. THE RESULTS 
Consider first the rigid category [A]. Here we have a full Ramsey-type 
partition theorem, viz. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let A be a finite alphabet and y be a positive integer. 
Then the indexed category [A], has the partition property with respect to 
every object. 
In more detail: Let A be a finite alphabet, y, 6 be positive integers and 
(k, f), (m, ~‘)EO~[A]~. Then there exists (n, r*)~Ob[Al~ with the 
following property: 
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For every coloring A: [A], ($f,‘)%s there exists f~ [A], (27) 
such that A,(g) = A,(g’) for every g, g’ E [A], (7.7). 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 4.1 putting A = 1, y = 2, and k = 1 is 
the following statement, which was also observed (as “induced Rado 
theorem”) in [ 171. 
4.2, COROLLARY. Let m, 6 be positive integers and Y c 9*(m). Then 
there exists n and a subset F G 9*(n) such that for every &coloring A of F 
there exists a collection (c/&)i<,,, of mutual1.y disjoint elements of Y*(n) 
satisfying: 
(4.2.1) 
3a<6: u .~lt’+T=-A(u Ji$)=c(. (4.2.2) 1 
it/ it/ 
A further consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the partition theorem for 
ordered hypergraphs (cf. Example 2.4). 
4.3. COROLLARY ([l, 16, 181). Let y be a positive integer. Then the 
category OFSET, has the partition property with respect to every object. 
Proof of Corollary 4.3. We use the same pattern to prove this corollary 
as we have used in the last section to prove Ramsey’s theorem (cf. 3.5). 
Let (k, r,), (m, f:) E Ob OFSET, be ordered hypergraphs and let 6 be a 
fixed positive integer. Consider the functor cx OFSET + [l] which 
associates to every g, E OFSET an image og,Y E [ 1 I(;) in the following 
way: 
m(i) = A,, if g,(j) = i, 
=o otherwise. 
Obviously c is an embedding. Now let (k, JJ E Ob[ 11, be defined by 
ml = TW’g) if (T ~ lg exists, 
=o otherwise, 
and let (m, r) E Ob[l], be given in the same way. Note that T(g) #O 
implies Ig-‘(&)I = 1 for every i<k. Now let (n, r*)~Ob[l], so that 
(n, f*) ‘llY + (m, r)lrkJ). 
SR?a:39.‘2-6 
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The existence of (n, r*) is guarenteed by Theorem 4.1. Let N= 2” - 1 and 
q be an order preserving bijection (with respect to the lexicographic order- 
ing of the characteristic function of subsets) from P*(n) to IV, i.e., q(S) = i 
provided that the characteristic function of S is the ith element with respect 
to the lexicographic ordering. Further let 9 be the set of those 
g, E OFSET for which the sets cp - ‘(g,(i)) are pairwise disjoint. Note 
that 9 is hereditary with respect to subsets, i.e., g, E OFSET n 9 and 
h,~ OFSET imply g; h,~ 9. Now let z: F + [l](n) be the mapping 
which associates to every g, E OFSET( $‘) n B an image rg, E [ I]( ;) by 
zg,( i) = Aj ifiG cp-‘(g,(A), 
=o otherwise. 
Obviously r is a bijection. We define the hypergraph (N, r,*) by 
=o otherwise, 
and claim that (IV, r,*) E Ob OFSET, is that desired hypergraph, i.e., for 
every A: OFSET, ($7) 2 6 there exists fg OFSET, (z,?) such that A, is 
constant. To verify this we need some observations. First by the definition 
of I’, r’ and the fact that c is a functor we have 
(1) g, E OFSET, (‘$j)o ag, E [ 1 ],(‘$‘). Second by definition of G 
and z holds 
(2) Let I’ <I be positive integers. Then 
d g, h.J = r( g,) .dU 
for every g, E OFSET (7) n 8 and h, E OFSET ( j) Furthermore the follow- 
ing implications are valid: 
(3) ge [l],(~~)+rr’(g)EOFSETy($~). 
Let h, E OFSET( Then 
r,*(T-l(g).h,)= r*(z(z-l(g)+,)) because of the hereditary of F 
= r*k w,)) by (2) 
= o(h,)) by assumption 
= wo, 
which proves (3). 
The same arguments yield 
(3’) gE tl],(~fr:)j~-‘(~)EOFSET,(~,~). 
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Now let A: OFSET, r8 be a coloring of the ordered (k, r,)- 
subhypergraphs of (N, r,*). This gives a coloring A*: [ I],(‘$) r6 by 
A*(g) = 4-‘(g)). 
From (3) we know that A* is well defined. Thus by choice of (n, r*) there 
exists fE [l],($Z) monochromatic with respect to A*. By (3’) r-‘(f) E 
OFSETJ2.2) and we claim that z-‘(f) is monochromatic with respect 
to A. 
Let g,, g: E OFSET,(;;$. Then we first note that 
(4) ~Vv-)‘&)~ Cll,(?f;). 
Obviously ~(r-~(j).g~)~[l](;). Let ge [l](T) be such that ggg,=g. 
Then jg-‘(A,)j = 1 for every i-c k and we have by (2), 
Now let h E [l](k). Then by choice off, 
If I&‘(A,)l > 1 for some i, we have by definition of r’ and r, 
F(g.h)=T(h)=O. 
So let h such that o-‘(h) = h, exists. Then 
~(g~h)=T’(4gs.h,)) 
= r,(h,) 
= m, 
thus proving (4). 
We conclude 
4-‘(f). g,) = A*(r(t-‘tf). 8,)) by (4) 
= A*tf. dg,)) by (2) 
= A*tf* 4d)) by (1) and choice off 
=A(t-‘(f)*g;). 
This proves Corollary 4.3. 1 
It would be worthwhile to note also the following corollary of 
Theorem 4.1. Let BL be the category of finite ordered Boolean lattices, i.e., 
every Boolean lattice is furnished with an additional total order on its 
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atoms. The morphisms in BL are those embeddings of Boolean lattices 
which are compatible with these orders, i.e., orderpreserving embeddings. 
In particular every object in BL has only one automorphism. Thus BL is a 
rigid subcategory of B^L and we have 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let y be a positive integer. Then the indexed category 
BL, of all structured ordered Boolean lattices has the partition property with 
respect to every object. 
Now we omit the ridigity condition (3.7.1) and draw our attention to the 
category [A]. Every coloring of the morphisms in [AI] is in particular also 
a coloring of the morphisms in [A J. On the other hand every coloring of 
the morphisms in [A] has to be constant on equivalence classes (cf. 
Definition 2.1.). Thus a coloring of Mor [A] can be extended in a unique 
way to a coloring of Mor [A]. In the indexed case, however, the inclusion 
Mor [A], -+ Mor [a], does not act surjectively on equivalence classes. 
Consider, for example, the (one-element) equivalence class of (;I,, &) E 
[?I,($;;), whereT,(g)=l ifg=(lO),T,(g)=Ootherwiseand T,(g)=1 if 
g= (01) and To(g)= 0 otherwise. Hence the difference considering the 
category [A], instead of [A], is that in order to get a monochromatic 
object one generally has to regard more subobject. 
But let (k, Z) E Ob[a], be A-complete, i.e., for every automorphism 
hE [A](i) we have already hE [A],(t$. We show that in this case [A], 
has the partition property with respect to (k, r). Thus let 6 be a positive 
integer, (m, f’) E Ob[A], be arbitrary and (n, r*) E Ob[&, according to 
Theorem 4.1 with respect to 6, (k, r) and (m, f’) (note that Ob[A],= 
Ob[A],). Then for every coloring 
there exists f E [A],($) with the property that for every pair 
g, g’e CqJ(T:3 
A.Ag) = A,k’) 
holds. Now let g, g’~ [A],($‘). Then there exist h, h’E [A](E) (and 
therefore h, h’ E [A],($) satisfying 
g.h, 2l.h’~ [A](T). 
Consequently we have 
g.h, f.h’E[AJ, 
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Thus 
We have proven 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite alphabet, y be a positive integer and 
(k, ~)EO~[A]~ A-complete. Then the category [A], has the partition 
property with respect to (k, ZJ. 
In some sense the converse of Proposition 4.5 is also valid. If we restrict 
our considerations to objects (k, f), where the mapping r acts constantly 
on all singletons, i.e., to the category [A]:, we will prove in Section 6, 
4.6. THEOREM. Let A be a finite alphabet and y be a positive integer. 
Then the category [A]: has the partition property with respect to 
(k, Z)~ob[A]y* iff (k, r) is A-complete. 
Thus the notion of “A-complete objects” yields analogue charac- 
terizations of the objects with respect to which the categories [A]: and 
FSET: (cf. Example 2.6) have the partition property. 
Again we mention some consequences. First, we give a connection 
between equivalence relations on finite sets and number-partitions. Let 
A = 0 = ( >. Recall that 9 is the category of equivalence relations on finite 
sets. Note that in 9 every object contains only one singleton-subobject, viz. 
the one-class equivalence relation. Let n E Obp and g E <Y?‘(Y) for some 1~ n. 
Then we can associate to g a monotonous decreasing sequence p(g) = 
(PI 1 c12Y~ PA Pl a P2 2 . .. 2 ,ur> 0, where the pLi give the sizes of the 
equivalence classes of g, i.e., ,a, indicates the size of the largest class and so 
on. Of course cf=, pi = n. Thus p(g) is a number-partition of n. Obviously 
for nonequivalent g, g’ E p(y) it may happen that p(g) = p(g’). Now let 
(n, ZJ E Ob 3, be A-complete and g, g’ E $(‘;) so that p(g) = p(g’). Then 
there exists a E p(i) satisfying 
i<j* lk.a)-‘(9 2 l(g.a)plWl, 
and there exists a’ E s(i) with the analogue property for g’. Furthermore let 
h E p(i) be such that 
i<j-(h.g.a)(i)<(h.g.a)(j), 
where 1, < 1[ iff 1~ I’. Again let h E p(i) analogously defined with respect 
to g’, a’. Since p(g) = p( g’) we have 
h . g. a = h’ . g’ . a’. 
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Because (n, r) is A-complete and r constant on equivalence classes (cf. 
Definition 2.3), it follows that 
and 
T(h’ * g’ . a’) = r( g’ . a’) = f (g’). 
Thus 
m?) = &‘). 
On the other hand, let (n, r) E Obp, be such that T(g) = T(g’) for every 
pair g, g’ E 9( ;) satisfying p(g) = p( g’). 
Since ~(h * g) = p(g) for every h E J?(:) we have already that (n, r) is A- 
compelte. So we have proven 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let y be a positive integer and (n, lJ E Obp,. Then 
the indexed category 9, has the partition property with respect to the struc- 
tured equivalence relation (n, r) iff r is constant on all (courser) subrelutions 
with the same underlying number-partition, i.e., I’(g) = T(g’) for every 
g, g’ E 9,h r) with p(g) = p(d). 
A further consequence of Theorem 4.6 is 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let y be a positive integer and (n, T)E ObB^L: be a 
structured Boolean lattice. Then the category BALJ’ has the partition property 
with respect to (n, T) iff (n, IJ is A-complete. 
4.9. EXAMPLE. Let y = 2 and n = 2. Furthermore assume that f is not 
only constant on the O-dimensional sublattices but also on the whole 2- 
dimensional lattice. If the r-value of an l-dimensional lattice is 1, we will 
indicate this by a bold faced line, if it is 0 by a dotted line. Then the 
category B^L, has the partition property with respect to the (2, r)-lattices 
shown in Fig. 1 and their complements with respect to 0 and 1. 
FIGURE 1 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
In this section we will prove Theorem 4.1. To do so we will first restrict 
our considerations to a certain class of colorings - so-called good colorings 
- and show that the assertion holds for such good colorings. Then in a 
second step we show that good colorings always exist, i.e., dealing with 
these colorings is not a real restriction. But first some more definitions. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a finite alphabet, k, n be nonnegative integers 
and Jo [A](;). Then Pin(f) is the initial-part of f preceding the first 
occurrence of the last parameter Ak _ 1 in f, i.e., 
Pin(f)=fr minf-l(jlk--l). 
5.2. DEFINITION. Let A be a finite alphabet, y, 6 be positive integers and 
(k, r), (m, r’) E Ob[A],. Then a coloring A: [A],(“,$‘)r6 is good 
provided that A(g) = A(g’) for every pair g, g’ E [A],(“$‘) satisfying 
Pin(g) = Pin( g’). 
Throughout this paper all intervals denote intervals of integers, i.e., 
[k, I]= {i~Elk<iiZ} for integers k<l. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let fe [A](T) and gE [A](:). Then 
(5.3.1) f 63 gE [A]( &&) denotes the concatenation of S and g 
without renumbering the parameters, i.e., 
f 63 g(i) =f(i) if iE [0, m], 
= g(i-m) ifiE[m,m+n-11, 
(5.3.2) j-0 ge [A](?:;) denotes the concatenation off and g, where 
the parameters are still independent, i.e., 
f@ g(i) =f(i) if iE [0, m], 
= g(i-m) ifiE [m, m+n- l] and g(i-m)EA, 
=ljtlc ifiE[m,m+n-l]andg(i-m)=Aj. 
We make the convention that the composition * of morphisms has a 
higher priority than the concatenation 0, @, resp., i.e., f * g@ h = 
(f* g) @ h and f. g 6 h = (f* g) 6 h for appropriate f, g, and h. First, we 
prove Theorem 4.1 for good colorings. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let A be a finite alphabet, y, 6 be positive integers and 
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(k 0, (m, r’) E ObCAl,. Then there exists (n, r* ) E Ob[A ] y with the 
following property: 
For every good coloring A: [A],(>?) % 6 there exists f E [A],($) 
such that A,-(g) = As( g’) for every g, g’ E [A ] Y( $‘). 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We prove Lemma 5.4 using Theorem 3.3 for the 
rigid category [A]. Thus let A4 be such that 
Then let (n, r*)~Ob[Al, be defined by n =M+m and 
f*(g) = &,I if g admits a presentation as g = g, & g,, 
g, E [AI(M), g2E [Al(m) 
=o otherwise. 
Now let A: [A],(‘$‘)rJ be a good coloring. Then the coloring 
A*: [A](y)%6 is given as 
A*(g) = A(g 6 h) for some hE[A], . 
Since A is a good coloring, A* is well defined and by choice of A4 there 
exists fi E [A](K) which is monochromatic with respect to A*. Then 
obviously f = fi 61 id, has the desired properties, because 
To prove Theorem 4.1 it now suffices to show 
5.5. LEMMA. Let A be a finite alphabet, y, 6 be positive integers and 
(k, r), (m, f’)EOb[Aly. Then there exists (n, r*)EOb[A], with the 
following property: 
For every coloring A: [A],(‘$)rk? there exists f E [A],($,) such 
that A, is a good coloring, i.e., Af(g) = A,-(g’) for all g, g’ E 
[A],(‘$‘) satisfying Pin(g) = Pin(g’). 
First, we shall construct a sufficiently large parameter word f in such a 
way that the r-value of an insertion f. g only depends on a very small 
endpiece of this g. By this we get the possibility to construct good colorings 
on large initial pieces without regarding the structure mappings. Further- 
more it turns out that f has already rather strong coloring properties with 
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respect to a given coloring. The construction of the parameter word f  is 
somewhat technical. For purposes of induction we need “colorings” and 
“structure mappings” which are not necessary constant on equivalence 
classes. One further tool is the use of “pieces” of parameter words: 
Let i be a nonnegative integer and Ai= Au (A,,,..., A,-,}. Every f E 
[A](;) can be regarded as a word of length n over the alphabet Ai. Thus we 
have 
[A] ; G (Aj)“. 
0 
The composition ‘v’ of morphisms in [A] extends in a natural way. Let 
f~ [A](;) and ge (~4~)“‘. Thenf. ge (Ak)n is given by 
f. g(i)=f(i) iff(i)EA, 
= g(i) iff(i)=n,. 
Also the concatenation 6 of words in (Ak)m and (A,)” may be defined 
analogously to the concatenation of morphisms in [A]. Again we use the 
convention that the composition ‘V has a higher priority than the con- 
catenation “g”. Now we can formulate 
5.6. LEMMA. Let A be a finite alphabet, k, p, q be nonnegative integers, 
6,9 be positive integers and 0: [J](k) + 9 as well as 0: [J](q) + 9 be map- 
pings. Then there exists a nonnegative integer n and a mapping 
I!?*: [d](n) + 9 such that for every mapping A: [A](;) + 6 there exists f E 
L-4(&-, ) satisfying: 
(5.6.1) For afl ie [0, q], all gE(Ai)kp and all he [A](f), 
e*(f+& h))=o(h) 
holds. 
(5.6.2) For all g, g’ E [d]( $“), for which there exists 1 E [0, p - 1 ] 
satisfying 
(a) gr [Zk,(I+l)k-l]=g’r [lk,(I+l)k-l]=id, 
(P) gr P,~k-1l=g’r P,Ik-11 
and for all h, h’ E [A](z) satisfying 
(Y) e/l=ew 
the foDowing equation is valid: 
Af( g &I h) = Af( g’ @ h’). 
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Before proving this lemma we will show how Lemma 5.5 follows from it. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Let A, y, 6, (k, ZJ and (m, r’) as in Lemma 5.5. 
Choose q= m, p = (T) (but we shall abbreviate (T) henceforth by p) and 
8 = y. Let 8: [A^](m) + y be given by 
CT) = T(g) ifgE CAlhI, 
=o otherwise, 
and @: [A](k) + y be so that 8, = @ for every g E [A],,(;$‘). Such a @ 
exists by choice of 19 and since we have for every gE [,4](T) and every 
h E [~l(W, 
g.hE [A](m)ohe [A](k). 
Then let n and 8*: [J](n) --) y be according to Lemma 5.6. We claim that 
(n,f*)~Ob[A]~, where r* is given by r*=8* r [A](n), satisfies the 
assertion of Lemma 5.5. Thus let A: [A],(‘$) 3 6 be a coloring. Then let 
the mapping A’: [A](;) + 6 be defined in such a way that 
A’ r [A],(??) = A. According to Lemma 5.6 there exists f0 E [A J(kp;m) 
satisfying the conditions (5.6.1) and (5.6.2). 
Now we shall construct the desired m-parameterword f by an 
appropriate renumbering of the kp + m parameters in fO, i.e., we obtain a 
suitable fi E [O](kp,’ “) such that f = fO. fi satisfies 5.5. Thereby the 
parameters of fi will be ordered such that for every insertion of a k- 
parameterword g on the one hand the word idk occurs in fi . g, i.e., con- 
dition (5.6.2)(a) is satisfied on the other hand before the occurrence of id, 
in fi. g only letters of Pin(g) occur. But then we have by Lemma 5.6 that 
A, is a good coloring. 
In detail: Let T be the set of all k-element subsets of m, i.e., 1 TI = p. Each 
of these subsets is ordered by the usual ordering of the nonnegative integers 
which is denoted by “G”. Furthermore let =$ be the lexicographic order 
from behind on T, i.e., for X, YE T let 
x= (x0,..., xk- 1) 4 y= bb,-, y,-,) iff there exists iE[O, k-l] 
satisfying: x1 < yi and xj = yj for every Jo [i + 1, k - 11. 
Then < is the reflexive closure of <. Let ( Ti)i, rO+- 13 be an enumeration 
of T, which is ascending with respect to <. Then we have for every pair 
I’ < 2 in [0, p - l] and for every element j E Tr : j < max TI. 
For every ie [0, p- 11 let ti= (1, ,..., &-,), if Ti= (iO ,.,., i&-l). Then let 
f*=t,@ t, @*** 6 t,-, the concatenation of the ti, iE [0, p- 11. Of 
course, f2 E [A](z). Furthermore let f, = f2 @ id, and f = fO. fi. First, we 
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show that ftz [A J,($Z). Obviously fez [A](;). So let ic [O, m] and 
g E [A]( 7). Then f2 * g c [A]( “ip) and therefore we have 
r*(f* 8) = fJ*v- $7) 
=O*(S,,-(f2 G i4J.g) 
=~*(fdf2d3 8)) 
= fvg) by Lemma 5.6 
= ml 
Next let g, g’ E [A],(‘$‘) satisfying Pin(g) = Pin(g’). By choice of @ we 
have 
(y) 6, = e,, = @. 
There exists exactly one T,E T, T,= (f,,,..., Zk- i) so that Ii = min g-‘(Aj) = 
min g’-‘(Aj) for very j E [0, k - 11. Thus by construction of fi we have 
(~1) f2.gr [lk,(I+I)k-i]=f,.g’r [fkJ+l)k-l]=id,. 
For I’ < 1 in [0, p - l] and Jo Tr arbitrary holds: j < max T,. Thus from 
Pin(g) = Pin( g’) follows 
Collecting these facts we get 
A,(g)=A;(g) 
=&f,* g 6 g) 
= A;b(f* . g' 0 8') using (a), (fl), and (y) by Lemma 5.6. 
= Al(d). 
This proves Lemma 5.5. 4 
It remains to give the 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. This lemma is proven by induction on p. For p = 0 
the assertion holds trivially. Let n = q and 0* = 0. Since condition (5.6.2) 
becomes vacuous, the morphism f = id, satisfies the assertion of Lemma 5.6 
for every mapping A. 
Now we establish the lemma for A, k, p + 1, q, 9, 6 and the mappings 8 
and Qi. Therefore let us assume the validity of the statement for A, k, p, q, 
9 , 8(‘A’+kq, 8 and @, and let np, Op: [A](n,)-,$, respectively, be 
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according to the induction hypothesis. Let A, = (ge [A^](p)ltl; = 13). 
Choose x according to Hales-Jewett’s theorem such that 
x Cad ) (l)i, 
and let n = k + xfP. Next we define a mapping 8*: [A^](n) -+ 9. For this 
purpose let gc [A](;) be given. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that in [0, q] (because 8: [A](q) + 9). The morphism g admits a represen- 
tation as 
where 
and 
g=go@ g, k?... 63gx, 
go E (Ail“ 
Sj E (Ailnp for every jc [l, x]. 
(1) Let NE [l, x] be given by 
N= jE [l,x]lgjE [AI] niP 
i ( )I 
. 
If N # @ and for all j, j’ E N it is valid that f?;, = B;,,, then define 
e*(g) = ep(gj). 
(2) Assume that goE [A]($), i.e., especially ie [0, k], and let 
M={j~Nlf3;,#@.&N. 
If M # @ and for all j, j’ E M. it is valid that ei, = 6$?,,, then define 
e*(g) = WTj). 
(3) If neither case (1) nor case (2) occurs, then let 
e*(g) = 0. 
We claim that n and 8* have the desired properties. Thus let d: [A](;) --t 6 
be given. Then the coloring d *: [A,](;) 3 6 is defined by 
~*(go,..., g,-,)=W, 6 go 6 g,G... 6 gxpl). 
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By choice of x and Hales-Jewett’s theorem there exists [* E [A,](;) which 
is monochromatic with respect to A*. Let [* be given by 
(i*(O),..., (*(x - 1)) where c*(j) E A, or i*(j) = ,I,, for every Jo [0, x - 11. 
Consider L= (Jo [l, x]l[*(j- ~)EA,). Then let cj, jE [0,x], be defined 
as 
i,=id, if j= 0, 
=[“(j- 1) ifjEL, 
= t&Y., J*k+n,- 1) otherwise. 
The concatenation of these ii yields a c E [A](,&), i.e., 
[=[,G[i,&...G[t;,. Obviouslywehave: 
(4) Let ie CO, 41, i?E (Ai)kt and h E (A,)‘+. Then 4’. (g & h) admits a 
representation as 
where 
tj= g ifj=O, 
=Cj. g ifjc L, 
=h otherwise 
Recall that 06 = @ for every j E L. Thus by definition of P: 
(5) Let iE[O,q], gE(Ai)k and hE(A,)“P. Then 
S*([. (g 6 h)) = P(h). 
(6) Let g, g’E [A^](“:+) satisfying: 
g = id, 6 h, with 19~ = @, 
g’ = id, 6 h’, where h’ E [AI] with %,,’ = @, 
and furthermore 
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Then we have 
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A,(g) = A(i. 04 68 h)) 
= A(id, 8 {I 6 t2 6 ... G <,) 
= A*(51 ,...> 5,) 
= A*(c* . h) 
= A*([*. h’) by choice of [* 
= Ask). 
Up to this point we have constructed a parameterword i E [A](k;,) with 
suffkiently many parameters satisfying certain conditions. Now we shall see 
that the number of parameters in [ is large enough to apply the inductive 
hypothesis in an appropriate way. Let A’: [A](y) + @IA’ +k’k be defined by 
A’(h)= (A((. (g G WlgWdk). 
Then by the inductive hypothesis there exists f’ E [A](,J J satisfying: 
(7) For all in [0, q] all gE (Ai)kp and all he [A J(y), 
eqj-‘.(g 63 h))=tl(h) 
holds. 
(8) For all g, g’E [ff](p), f or which there exists 1 E [0, p - 11 satisfy- 
ing 
(~1) gr [lk,(I+l)k-l]=g’r [lk,(I+l)k-l]=id, 
(p) gr wk-li=g’r wk-11, 
and for all h, h’ E [A](X) satisfying 
(y) 8,=8,,=@ 
the following equation is valid: 
A>,( g 6 h) = A;.( g’ 6 h’). 
Consider f = [. (idk @ f’). (Note that in the concatenation of idk and f’ 
the parameters of these words are independent (cf. Definition 5.3.2)). We 
claim thatfE C~lL~p+“l~+y ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.6 for p + 1. 
(9) Let iE [0, q], gc(Ai)k(P+‘) and h E [A^]( 4). Furthermore let 
g=g,G g,, where goE(Ai)k and g,E(Ai)kp. ThenS’.(g, Ghh)~[A](:p) 
and thus we have 
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e*(f* (g 6 h)) = e*(l- 6% & f’) . (go 6 gl @ h)) 
= e*(i. (go 43 f’. (Sl63 h))) 
= eP(f’. (8163 h)) by (5) 
=0(h) by (7). 
(10) Now let g, g’ E [A](k(pl ‘I) such that there exists IE [0, p] 
satisfying 
(~1) gr [Zk,(I+l)k-l]=g’r [lk,(/+l)k-l]=id,, 
(p) gr [O,Ik-l]=g’[ [O,Ik-11, 
and let g,, gb E (Ak)k, g,, g; 6 (AJkp so that g = g, 6 g, and g’ = gb @ g’, . 
Furthermore let h, h’ E [A](f) satisfying: 
(y) 8, = eh’ = @. 
(6) Assume that I= 0, i.e., g, = gb =idk. To prove the equality 
d,(g @ h) = d,(g’ @ h’) for this case we will first show 
(E) e&,&, = ey-.(&‘) = @. 
Let i E [0, k] and 5 E [d](F) arbitrary. Then let 
and 
G = (((gi 6 h’). 43 r I3 kp - 1 I) E (AiIkp. 
With this notation we have 
ep(f’.(gl 6 h).t)=BP(f’.(t~ 6 h.0) 
=O(h.t) by (7) 
= eqj-’ . (g; & h’) .4). 
Since by assumption 8, = @, this proves (8). We conclude 
d,(g 6 h) = d,((id,Of’)- (go 6 g, & h)) 
= d&d, @ f’. (g, 6 h)) since g, = idk 
=d&id, &f’.(g’, 6 h’)) by (6) 
= d,(g’ 6 h’). 
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ow assume that 1> 0, i.e., g, = gb are arbitrary. Then for 
I - 1 it is (Z!lidYhat 
and 
g,r [o,(z-i)k-i]=g;r [o,(z-l)k-il. 
Thus we have 
d,(g 63 h) = ai. (go63 (f’. kl63 h)))) 
= ai. (go63 (7. wl 63 h’)))) by definition of A’ 
and the inductive 
= 4i. (gb 63 CS’. (A 63 h’)))) 
= ds( g’ @ h’). 
hypothesis, i.e., (8) 
This proves Lemma 5.6 and completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. fl 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.6 
The aim of this section is to complete the proof of Theorem 4.6. Recall 
that an object (k, r) E Ob[A], is A-complete if every automorphism of 
[A](z) is already in Cd],($). In Section 4 we have seen (Proposition 4.5) 
that the category [A]; has the partition property with respect to every A- 
complete object. Thus, to prove Theorem 4.6 it remains to show 
6.1. LEMMA. Let A be a finite alphabet, y be a positive integer and 
(k, IJ E Ob[A],? an object which is not A-complete. Then the category [a]: 
does not have the partition property with respect to (k, r). 
For proving this lemma we need some kind of ordering property for the 
category [A]:. Originally the notion of ordering property was introduced 
and studied for the category FSET, by NeSetiil and Rod1 (see [lS]). Their 
interest was motivated by the applications of the ordering property to par- 
tition theory. Especially they used this property of hypergraphs to prove 
that the category FSET,? has the partition property only with respect to A- 
complete hypergraphs. Dealing with [A],* an “order” on [A]:($,$) is 
basically given by an automorphism fe [a](f). What we need is the 
following property of the category [A^],*: 
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6.2. LEMMA. Let A be a finite alphabet, y be a positive integer and 
(k, f) E Ob[A]:. Then there exists (m, r) E Ob[J]: such that for every 
automorphism f~ [A](;) there exists g E [&T(‘$‘) satisfying 
Now we show first how Lemma 6.1 can be proved with aid of 
Lemma 6.2. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let (k, r) E Ob[A]T be an object, which is not A- 
complete. Thus there exists hcz [A](i) satisfying h$ [A]$$). Then 
obviously h$ [A^]:(@ where h is the inverse of h with respect to the com- 
position, i.e., h. i = h * h = id,. Let a E A be fixed and ak the word of length 
k over the (one-element) alphabet (a}. Consider (2k, r’)~Ob[Al: given 
by 
T’(g)=r(gr CO, k- 11) if g(i) = a for every iE [k, 2k - 11, 
=r(h.(gr [k,2k-11)) if g(i) = a for every i E [0, k - 11, 
=o otherwise. 
Since h. ak = ak, the structure mapping I” is well defined. 
Now let e,, e, E [&,?(*$‘) be embeddings of (k, r) into (2k, r’) given 
by e,=idk@ak, e, = ak@&, respectively. Then eOE [A]:(*&‘), but e, # 
[A]:(*&‘). Choose (m, rN) E Ob[A]T according to Lemma 6.2 with 
respect to (2k, r). We claim that for every (n, r*) 
h r*) 
ra^1; I I b (m, F)$“f’) 
holds. Fix (n, r*) E Ob[A]T. Then let A: [a]:(“$) % 2 be defined by 
A(g) = 0 if there exists g E [A]: so that g- &WI: , 
= 1 otherwise. 
Now assume that there exists3E [~]~(~,~) which is monochromatic with 
respect to A. Then there exist f’ E [A](:) and f E [A](:), uniquely deter- 
mined byf=f’. f E [AI]:($). Using Lemma 6.2 we find a gE [2]:(2,7) 
satisfying f. g E [A] (2). Thus we have 
582a/39/2-7 
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and therefore df(g. e,) = 0. Furthermore the following is valid: 
f’Yg-,~C~I: 
n, r* ( ) k r ; , 
and since e, $ [A]y*($), also 
Assume that there exists CE [a](i) satisfying 
f.g*e,.EE[A] L . 
0 
Sincef’E [A](;) andf. ge [A]($) from this follows that 
2k 
e,..?c[A] k . 0 
But then we have by definition of e, that e=h and thus P# [A],?(:;). So 
dy(g. e,) = 1 (by definition of A), which contradicts the assumption that 3 
is monochromatic. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.6 it remains to give the 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let (k, r)~ Ob[A]F be given and let CE [A](y) 
be defined by 
((4i + j) = lj foriE[O,k-l],jE[O,3]. 
Moreover, let (4k, P)~ob[&y*, where P is given by 
r(h) = T(h’) ifh=c.h’, 
=o otherwise. 
Then obviously the following fact is valid: 
(1) For every h E [A]( “t) satisfying 
Ih-‘(&)I + Ih-‘(&)I < 3 we have r; = 0. 
Since CE [A]T(4$‘), it is further more immediately clear that it suffices to 
prove the assertion of Lemma 6.2 for (4k, P) to establish it for (k, r). Let 
G be a total order on A. Throughout this proof let a, b E A be fixed satisfy- 
ing a e b. (We assume IA ( > 2. The cases IA I = 0 and (A I = 1 can easily be 
handled separately.) Let <,,, be the lexicographic order on [A](;;) with 
respect to <. Now 1etfE [A](;). 
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(2) Then for every “line” ge [A](T) 
f. g.a <mf. g-b 
holds. If on the other hand g’ E [A](T) is a “plane,” then there exist 
possibly (a, a’), (b, b’) E [A](i) satisfying (a, a’) < z (b, b’) such that 
But the following fact is obviously true: 
(3) Let hi [a](z) such that 
h*g.(a,b) <,h.g.(b,a) for every g E [A] 
4k 
0 
2 satisfying 
Ig-1(k3)l = Is-WI = 1. 
Then we have already that h E [A](;). 
Now let (2, P)rzOb[A]T satisfying P = 0 and (m, T*)EOb[A],? 
according to Theorem 4.1 such that 
(m, f*) cA7’ b (4k, P)k2’p). 
We claim that (m, r*) satisfies Lemma 6.2 for (4k, F). Let f~ [A^](:) be 
any automorphism. Then let 
d: [A] ; 32 
0 
be given by 
d(g)=0 iff.g-(a,b) <,f.g-(ha), 
= 1 otherwise. 
By choice of (m, f*) there exists 5 E [A]y*Q?$) so that for all h, h’ E 
[Al:C’i:fi’) 
holds. We will show that d,(h)= d&h’) =O. Assume to the contrary that 
dr(h) = 1, i.e., 
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Now consider # E [A](y) satisfying 
Il/-‘(Al)= {Ol, 
11/-‘(A1)= (l), 
VV*)= (2). 
Then for every cp E [A](i) 
holds, and therefore by (l), r$. ‘p = 0. This means that for every cp E [A](s) 
it is valid that II/. (PE [A]:(‘$‘) and thus by assumption 
Therefore we have 
f.5.$*(ha,b) <,f.<*$.(u,b,a), choosing cp = (A,, A,, A,) 
and 
f*r.e.(u,b,u) <,f~t.JI.(u,u,b), choosing rp = (a, A,, A,). 
Combining this we get 
f.t.$.(b,a,b) <,f*<.IC/.(u,u,b), 
by (2) contradicting the assumption that a < b. Hence for every 
h E [A]:(‘$G’), d,(h) = 0 holds, and therefore 
f.t.h.(u,b) <,f.<.h.(b,u). 
From (1) and (3) it follows now that f. 5~ [A](;). m 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since in the category [A],, every object is A-complete (the only 
automorphism is the identity) we can reformulate Theorem 4.1 according 
to the pattern of Theorem 4.6 in the following way: 
Let A be a finite alphabet and y be a positive integer. Then the 
category [A], has the partition property with respect to an object 
(k, I) iff (k, r) is A-complete. 
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Thus every indexed category considered in this paper has the partition 
property with respect to an object (B, r) E ObC, whenever C has the par- 
tition property with respect to B and (B, r) is A-complete. This is also 
valid for some other indexed categories, e.g. for the indexed category of 
arithmetic progressions, as easily follows from [25] or for the indexed 
categories of finite vector spaces and Abelian groups [21]. 
7.1. PROBLEM. Let UZ be a category and BE ObC an object such that @ 
has the partition property with respect to B. Does the indexed category @? 
have the partition property with respect to (B, f), for every positive integer 
y and every A-complete object (B, lJ E ObC,? 
This problem is related to a problem stated in [4, p. 2271. A positive 
answer to Problem 7.1 would yield a positive answer to the problem stated 
there but not vice versa. Of course some indexed categories have the par- 
tition properties with respect to objects which are not A-complete. For 
example, the indexed category FSET, has the partition property with 
respect to O--O, i.e., with respect to the two-element set where the 
singletons have different f-values. But for every category yet investigated 
there exist an object BE ObC such that the indexed subcategory @,” of C, 
(where @f is the full subcategory of the indexed category C, in which the 
structure mappings r are constantly zero on B-subobjects) has the par- 
tition property with respect to (C, fJ E Ob@.y only if (C, r) is A-complete. 
In fact in all known cases B is a singleton. 
7.2. PROBLEM. Let @ be a category such that C, has the partition 
property with respect to objects which are not A-complete. Does there 
always exist an object BE ObC such that for every positive integer y the 
indexed category cf has the partition property with respect to an object 
(C, r) E ObC,B only if (C, r) is A-complete? 
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